"DONOR CONCEIVED PERSONS AND FAMILIES OF DONOR CONCEIVED PERSONS PROTECTION ACT"

RELEVANT EXISTING STATE CODE SECTIONS WILL INCLUDE:
Any statute providing donors have no parental rights/obligations
Any statute regulating assisted reproduction
Any statute regulating tissue banks

Section 101. Short title. The short title of this article ## is the "DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS AND FAMILIES OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS PROTECTION ACT".

Section 102. Legislative declaration. (1) The general assembly finds and declares that:

(A) Many [state resident name] are born, or establish their families, through some form of assisted reproduction involving a third-party sperm, egg, or embryo provider, also known as a gamete "donor", whose identity is unknown to the family at the time of donation. The people conceived through assisted reproduction with a donor are referred to in this article ## as "DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS".

(B) The interests of donor-conceived persons must be considered and protected. Information about the personal and family medical history of the gamete donors used in conception can impact medical care for donor-conceived persons and their children, and non-identifying medical information about the gamete donor used in conception must be available to all donor-conceived persons and their parents.

(C) It is important to many, but not all, donor-conceived persons to know the identity of the gamete donor used in their conception. A donor-conceived person must have the ability to access identifying information about the gamete donor used in the donor-conceived person’s conception at least on or after the donor-conceived person reaches eighteen years of age.
(D) Some donor-conceived persons are or may be interested in contact with the donor and among persons conceived and families established with the same donor. A limit on the number of families per donor per gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic furthers the ability of these donor-conceived persons to establish this contact.

(E) Gamete donation can potentially lead to a large number of persons born as the result of using the same donor’s gametes. Donor-conceived persons may face psychosocial harm upon discovery of or contact with an unexpectedly large number of persons born as the result of using the same donor’s gametes. Gamete donors may face psychosocial harm upon discovery of an unexpectedly large number of people born as the result of using their donated gametes and may be negatively affected when contacted by a large number of genetically related, but personally unfamiliar, individuals. A limit on the number of families per gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic also reduces the risk of such harm to donors and donor-conceived persons.

(F) Studies have shown that family secrecy about family formation can negatively affect children and family relationships and that disclosure of donor conception to a donor-conceived child at an early age is associated with beneficial impacts on personal well-being and family relationships for donor-conceived persons and their parents;

(G) Before using donated gametes, people who are considering using donated gametes to conceive children should have access to more information and resources about donor-conceived persons, including tools and resources for discussing donor conception with their children in ways that are age-appropriate and reflect the interests and lived experience of donor-conceived persons;

(H) Before donating gametes, gamete donors should have access to information and resources about the interests of donor-conceived persons and have clarity about the information that may be shared with recipient parents and donor-conceived persons; and

(I) Most gametes or embryos from donors that are provided to recipients located in [STATE] are provided from gamete agencies, gamete
Banks, or fertility clinics located in other states.

(2) Therefore, the general assembly finds that to protect the health and welfare of donor-conceived persons and their families in [State], it is essential to enact the "Donor-Conceived Persons and Families of Donor-Conceived Persons Protection Act" to regulate the use of donated gametes provided from gamete agencies, gamete banks, or fertility clinics located inside or outside of [State] to recipients in, or who are residents of, [State].

Section 103. Definitions. As used in this article #, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "Assisted Reproduction" means a method of causing pregnancy other than sexual intercourse. The term includes, but is not limited to:

(A) Intrauterine or intracervical insemination;
(B) Donation of gametes or embryos;
(C) In-vitro fertilization and transfer of embryos; and
(D) Intracytoplasmic sperm injection.

(2) "Department" means the [State] Health Authority.

(3) "Donor" means an individual who produces eggs or sperm collected by a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic or whose eggs or sperm created an embryo received by a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic for use in assisted reproduction by a recipient who is unknown to the donor of the gametes at the time of donation. The term "donor" only applies to the regulation of gamete agencies, gamete banks, or fertility clinics pursuant to this article # and does not apply for the purposes of determining parentage.

(4) "Donor-conceived person" means an individual of any age who was born as a result of assisted reproduction using gametes from
A DONOR.

(5) "FERTILITY CLINIC" MEANS AN ENTITY OR ORGANIZATION THAT PERFORMS ASSISTED REPRODUCTION MEDICAL PROCEDURES AND RECEIVES DONOR GAMETES FOR A RECIPIENT IN, OR WHO IS A RESIDENT OF, [STATE].

(6) "GAMETE" MEANS UNFERTILIZED OOCYTES OR SPERM.

(7) "GAMETE AGENCY" MEANS AN OOCYTE OR SPERM DONOR MATCHING AGENCY THAT IS LOCATED WITHIN OR OUTSIDE OF [STATE] AND MATCHES GAMETE DONORS WITH RECIPIENTS IN, OR WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF, [STATE].

(8) "GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC" MEANS ANY ONE OF SUCH ENTITIES AS DEFINED IN THIS SECTION.

(9) "GAMETE BANK" MEANS AN ENTITY OR ORGANIZATION THAT COLLECTS GAMETES FROM A DONOR OR RECEIVES EMBRYOS AND PROVIDES GAMETES OR EMBRYOS TO A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS OR THE RECIPIENT PARENT'S MEDICAL PROVIDER, AND THAT IS LOCATED WITHIN OR OUTSIDE OF [STATE] AND PROVIDES GAMETES OR EMBRYOS TO A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS IN, OR WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF, [STATE].

(10) "IDENTIFYING INFORMATION" MEANS:

(A) THE DONOR'S FULL NAME;

(B) THE DONOR'S DATE OF BIRTH; AND

(C) THE DONOR'S PERMANENT AND, IF DIFFERENT, CURRENT ADDRESS OR OTHER CONTACT INFORMATION AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION, OR, IF DIFFERENT, THE DONOR'S CURRENT ADDRESS OR OTHER CONTACT INFORMATION OR BOTH AS RETAINED BY THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC.

(11) "MATCHES" OR "MATCHES GAMETES" MEANS THE PROCESS OF MATCHING A DONOR WITH A RECIPIENT IN, OR WHO IS A RESIDENT OF, [STATE].

(12) "MEDICAL HISTORY" MEANS INFORMATION REGARDING ANY:
(A) Present physical illness of the donor;

(B) Past illness of the donor; and

(C) Social, genetic, and family medical history pertaining to the donor's health.

(13) "Mental health professional" means a person who is certified or licensed pursuant to Article ## of Title ## or an out-of-state professional who is a licensed psychiatrist, clinical psychologist, or professional counselor.

(14) "Recipient" or "recipient parent" means a person who receives donor gametes or embryos as an intended parent from a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic for use in assisted reproduction for the purpose of conceiving a child.

Section 104. Collection of Identifying Information and Medical History - Applicability. (1) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section, a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic that collects gametes from a donor or matches a donor with a recipient shall collect the donor's identifying information and medical history and shall make a good-faith effort to maintain current contact information and updates on medical history of the donor by requesting updates from the donor at least once every three years.

(2) A gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic that receives gametes or embryos collected by a different gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic shall collect the name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic from which it received the gametes or embryos at the time it receives the gametes or embryos. A gamete bank or fertility clinic that collects gametes from a donor who was matched with a recipient by a gamete agency that is a separate entity shall collect and maintain the name, address, telephone number, and email address of that gamete agency.

(3) A fertility clinic that collects gametes from a donor who
WAS MATCHED WITH A RECIPIENT BY A GAMETE AGENCY THAT IS A SEPARATE ENTITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION, BUT SHALL PROVIDE COPIES OF ANY AND ALL MEDICAL AND SCREENING RECORDS OF THE DONOR, INCLUDING THE RESULTS OF GENETIC TESTING, TO THE GAMETE AGENCY THAT MATCHED THE DONOR.

(4) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL DISCLOSE THE INFORMATION COLLECTED PURSUANT TO SUBSECTIONS (1) THROUGH (3) OF THIS SECTION PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 106.

(5) THIS SECTION APPLIES ONLY TO GAMETES COLLECTED AND EMBRYOS FORMED WITH GAMETES COLLECTED BY A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 202#, FOR USE BY A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS WHO ARE UNKNOWN TO THE DONOR AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION.

SECTION 105. DECLARATION REGARDING DISCLOSURE OF IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY - APPLICABILITY. (1) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (5) OF THIS SECTION, A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT MATCHES OR COLLECTS GAMETES FROM A DONOR.

(A) PROVIDE THE DONOR WITH INFORMATION ABOUT DISCLOSURE OF IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY IN ITS RECORDS;

(B) OBTAIN A WRITTEN DECLARATION FROM THE DONOR AGREEGING TO THE IDENTITY DISCLOSURE DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION; AND

(c) MAINTAIN IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY ABOUT EACH DONOR. THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT MATCHED OR COLLECTED THE GAMETES SHALL MAINTAIN RECORDS OF DONOR AND GAMETE SCREENING AND TESTING AND COMPLY WITH REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW AND APPLICABLE LAWS OF THIS STATE OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH IN THIS ARTICLE ## AND CONSISTENT WITH THE GUIDELINES OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE.

(2) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (5) OF THIS SECTION, A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL HAVE EACH DONOR
SIGN A DECLARATION, ATTESTED BY A NOTARIAL OFFICER OR WITNESSES, THAT THE DONOR AGREES TO THE DISCLOSURE OF THE DONOR’S IDENTITY TO A DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON CONCEIVED WITH THE DONOR’S GAMETES OR EMBRYO FORMED WITH THE DONOR’S GAMETES ON REQUEST OF THE DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON AFTER THE DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.

(3) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC LOCATED IN [STATE] SHALL NOT MATCH OR COLLECT GAMETES FROM A DONOR WHO DOES NOT AGREE TO THE DISCLOSURE OF THE DONOR’S IDENTITY AS SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION.

(4) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC LOCATED OUTSIDE OF [STATE] SHALL NOT MATCH OR PROVIDE GAMETES FROM A DONOR WHO DOES NOT AGREE TO THE DISCLOSURE OF THE DONOR’S IDENTITY AS SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION TO A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS LOCATED IN, OR WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF, [STATE].

(5) A GAMETE BANK OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT COLLECTS GAMETES FROM A DONOR WHO WAS MATCHED WITH A RECIPIENT BY A GAMETE AGENCY THAT IS A SEPARATE ENTITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTION (1) OR (2) OF THIS SECTION.

(6) THIS SECTION APPLIES ONLY TO GAMETES COLLECTED AND EMBRYOS FORMED WITH GAMETES COLLECTED BY A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 202#, FOR USE BY A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS.

**SECTION 106. DISCLOSURE OF IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY - APPLICABILITY.** (1) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (4) OF THIS SECTION, UPON THE REQUEST OF A DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON WHO IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER, A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT MATCHED OR COLLECTED THE GAMETES USED TO CONCEIVE SUCH DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON SHALL PROVIDE THE DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON WITH THE IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF THE DONOR WHO PROVIDED THE GAMETES OR EMBRYO.

A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL NOT IMPEDE OR PROHIBIT COMPLIANCE WITH THIS SECTION OR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN:
(A) An adult donor-conceived person and the donor whose gametes were used to conceive the donor-conceived person; or

(B) An adult donor-conceived person and the person’s friends, family, or other third parties about the donor whose gametes were used to conceive the donor-conceived person.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, upon the request of a donor-conceived person who is eighteen years of age or older, a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic that matched or collected the gametes used in the assisted reproduction, regardless of whether the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic performed the assisted reproduction, shall provide the donor-conceived person, or, if the donor-conceived person is a minor, by a parent or guardian of the minor donor-conceived person, access to any non-identifying medical history of the donor that is maintained by the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic.

(3) Upon the request of a donor-conceived person who is eighteen years of age or older, or, if the donor-conceived person is a minor, a parent or guardian of the minor donor-conceived person:

(A) A gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic that received the gametes or embryo used in the assisted reproduction from another gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic shall disclose the name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic from which it received the gametes or embryo.

(B) A gamete bank or fertility clinic that collected gametes from a donor who was matched with a recipient by a gamete agency that is a separate entity shall disclose the name, address, telephone number, and email address of the gamete agency that matched the donor and the recipient.

(4) A gamete bank or fertility clinic that collects gametes from a donor who was matched with a recipient by a gamete agency that
IS A SEPARATE ENTITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTIONS (1) OR (2) OF THIS SECTION.

(5) (A) SUBSECTIONS (1) AND (2) OF THIS SECTION APPLY ONLY TO GAMETES COLLECTED AND EMBRYOS FORMED WITH GAMETES COLLECTED BY A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 202#, FOR USE BY A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS WHO ARE UNKNOWN TO THE DONOR AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION.

(B) SUBSECTION (3) OF THIS SECTION APPLIES ONLY TO GAMETES OR EMBRYOS RECEIVED BY A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC ON OR AFTER JULY 1, 2023.

SECTION 107. RECORD KEEPING - SUCCESSOR RECORD-KEEPER - APPLICABILITY. (1) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (6) OF THIS SECTION, A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL PERMANENTLY MAINTAIN:

(A) IDENTIFYING INFORMATION AND MEDICAL HISTORY FOR EACH DONOR WITH WHICH IT MATCHES OR FROM WHICH IT COLLECTS GAMETES FOR USE BY A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS WHO ARE UNKNOWN TO THE DONOR AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION;

(B) INFORMATION ABOUT THE NUMBER OF FAMILIES ESTABLISHED WITH EACH DONOR’S GAMETES AND THE EFFORTS OF THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC TO OBTAIN THAT INFORMATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 109; AND

(C) RECORDS OF GAMETE SCREENING AND TESTING.

(2) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT RECEIVES GAMETES OR EMBRYOS FROM ANOTHER GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL PERMANENTLY MAINTAIN THE NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER, AND E-MAIL ADDRESS OF THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC FROM WHICH IT RECEIVED THE GAMETES OR EMBRYOS. A GAMETE BANK OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT COLLECTED GAMETES FROM A DONOR WHO WAS MATCHED WITH A RECIPIENT BY A GAMETE AGENCY THAT IS A SEPARATE ENTITY SHALL PERMANENTLY MAINTAIN THE NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER, AND EMAIL ADDRESS OF THE GAMETE AGENCY THAT MATCHED THE DONOR AND THE
(3) **Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, in its application for a license pursuant to Section 110, a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic shall submit a proposed plan to permanently maintain the records described in subsections (1) and (2) of this section in the event of dissolution, insolvency, or bankruptcy. The plan may include identification of a named entity to receive or maintain the records, obtaining a surety bond in favor of a third party in an amount sufficient to cover the costs of permanent record-keeping, an obligation to condition any sale on the acquiring entity's obligation to maintain records consistent with this section, or similar methods. The department shall not issue a license pursuant to Section 110 until it approves a plan that it finds sufficient to ensure that the records will be permanently maintained by a viable entity.**

(4) **Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, upon dissolution, insolvency, or bankruptcy, a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic shall:**

(a) **Implement the plan approved by the department pursuant to subsection (3) of this section;**

(b) **File with the department a statement providing the name and contact information of the successor entity, if any, that will receive and maintain the records described in subsections (1) and (2) of this section;** and

(c) **Inform by mail and electronic mail sent to the last known address on file all gamete donors whose gametes were collected, matched, or received by the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic, as well as recipient parents who received gametes or embryos from the gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic and reported a pregnancy or live birth, the name and contact information of the successor entity that will receive and maintain the records described in subsections (1) and (2) of this section.**

(5) **A gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic shall**
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COMPLY WITH REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ABOUT GAMETE SCREENING AND TESTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW AND APPLICABLE LAWS OF THIS STATE OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH IN THIS ARTICLE ##.

(6) A GAMETE BANK OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT COLLECTS GAMETES FROM A DONOR WHO WAS MATCHED WITH A RECIPIENT BY A GAMETE AGENCY THAT IS A SEPARATE ENTITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTION (1), (3), OR (4) OF THIS SECTION.

(7) (A) SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION APPLIES ONLY TO GAMETES OR EMBRYOS MATCHED OR RECEIVED ON OR AFTER JULY 1, 202#.

(B) SUBSECTIONS (1), (3), AND (4) OF THIS SECTION APPLY ONLY TO GAMETES MATCHED OR COLLECTED ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 202#, FOR USE BY A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS WHO ARE UNKNOWN TO THE DONOR AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION.

SECTION 108. WRITTEN MATERIALS FOR RECIPIENT PARENTS AND GAMETE DONORS. (1) ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 202#, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DEVELOP WRITTEN MATERIALS FOR INTENDED RECIPIENT PARENTS. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DEVELOP THE MATERIALS IN CONSULTATION WITH EXPERTS AND STAKEHOLDERS, INCLUDING, BUT NO LIMITED TO, ORGANIZATIONS OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS, DEMONSTRABLY INVOLVED IN THE REPRESENTATION OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PEOPLE, ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER PERSONS AND FAMILIES, ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING GAMETE DONORS, INCLUDING EGG, SPERM, AND EMBRYO DONORS, OR IF NO SUCH ORGANIZATIONS EXIST, INDIVIDUALS WITH PRIOR EXPERIENCE AS GAMETE DONORS, INCLUDING NONANONYMOUS DONORS, LICENSED MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS WITH PRIOR DOCUMENTED EXPERIENCE COUNSELING INTENDED PARENTS AND DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS, GENETIC COUNSELORS, LICENSED MEDICAL GENETICISTS, LICENSED PHYSICIANS WITH EXPERTISE IN THIRD-PARTY ASSISTED REPRODUCTION, AND REPRESENTATIVES OF GAMETE BANKS, GAMETE AGENCIES, AND FERTILITY CLINICS OPERATING IN THE STATE. THE MATERIALS MUST INCLUDE INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

(A) THAT, IN LIGHT OF STUDIES SHOWING THAT FAMILY SECRECY ABOUT FAMILY FORMATION CAN NEGATIVELY AFFECT CHILDREN AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, TELLING A DONOR-CONCEIVED CHILD AT A YOUNG AGE, IN AN AGE-APPROPRIATE MANNER, THAT THE CHILD IS DONOR-CONCEIVED IS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED
FAMILY FUNCTIONING AND WELL-BEING OF THE DONOR-CONCEIVED CHILD;


(c) THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS;

(d) THE LIMITATIONS OF DONOR SCREENING;

(e) THAT SOME DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS ARE OR MAY BE INTERESTED IN CONTACT WITH THE DONOR WHOSE GAMETES WERE USED FOR THEIR CONCEPTION, OR WITH OTHER PERSONS BORN AS THE RESULT OF USING AND FAMILIES ESTABLISHED WITH THE USE OF THE SAME DONOR’S GAMETES.

(f) THE ABILITY OF A LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF FAMILIES THAT CAN BE ESTABLISHED WITH AN INDIVIDUAL DONOR’S GAMETES TO IMPROVE THE WELL-BEING OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS AND GAMETE DONORS, AND TO FURTHER THE ABILITY OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS TO ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH THE DONOR WHOSE GAMETES WERE USED FOR THEIR CONCEPTION, AS WELL AS OTHER PERSONS BORN AS THE RESULT OF USING AND FAMILIES ESTABLISHED WITH USE OF THE SAME DONOR’S GAMETES.

(g) WHETHER OR NOT THE GAMETE BANK ATTEMPTS TO MEET A LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF PERSONS THAT CAN BE BORN OR THE NUMBER OF FAMILIES THAT CAN BE ESTABLISHED WITH USE OF AN INDIVIDUAL DONOR’S GAMETES. IF THE GAMETE BANK HAS SUCH A POLICY OR LIMIT, IT SHALL ADDITIONALLY DISCLOSE THEM.

(h) WHETHER OR NOT THE GAMETE BANK REQUESTS MEDICAL HISTORY UPDATES FROM THE DONOR AND PROVIDES THESE UPDATES TO PERSONS BORN AS THE RESULT OF USING AND FAMILIES ESTABLISHED WITH USE OF THE DONOR’S GAMETES. IF THE GAMETE BANK HAS A POLICY REGARDING UPDATES TO GAMETE DONOR MEDICAL HISTORY, IT SHALL ADDITIONALLY DISCLOSE IT.

(i) FUTURE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSON GIVEN THAT
THERE MAY BE OTHER PERSONS IN OTHER FAMILIES BORN AS A RESULT OF USING THE SAME DONOR'S GAMETES; AND

(j) Future implications of receiving medical history updates about the donor or other persons born as a result of using the same donor's gametes.

(2) On or before January 1, 202#, the department shall develop written materials for gamete donors. The department shall develop the materials in conjunction with licensed mental health professionals who have prior documented experience counseling gamete donors, recipients, and donor-conceived persons, as well as experience and competency in counseling families with lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender parents and single parents, along with organizations representing these communities. The materials must include information on the following subjects:

(A) The information listed in Section 108(1)(a)-(j);

(B) Understanding the potential emotional and social impacts of donating gametes;

(C) Understanding what information will be disclosed to the recipient parent or parents and donor-conceived persons;

(D) Understanding the potential for the birth of children in multiple families using the donor's gametes; and

(E) Understanding the future potential disclosure of the donor's identifying information to a person born as a result of using the donor's gametes.

(3) A gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic located in [STATE] shall:

(A) Prior to an intended recipient matching with or receiving donor gametes obtained through that gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic, provide the written materials described in subsection (1)
OF THIS SECTION TO EACH INTENDED RECIPIENT OF GAMETES FROM A DONOR AND DISCUSS IN PERSON THESE MATERIALS WITH THE INTENDED RECIPIENTS;

(B) PRIOR TO THE DONATION OF GAMETES BY A DONOR, PROVIDE THE WRITTEN MATERIALS DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION TO EACH POTENTIAL DONOR OF GAMETES COLLECTED BY THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC FROM A DONOR AND DISCUSS IN PERSON THESE MATERIALS WITH THE DONOR. DONOR RECEIPT OF THE WRITTEN MATERIALS IS NOT IN LIEU OF ANY MENTAL HEALTH EVALUATIONS OF AN UNKNOWN DONOR THAT ARE REQUIRED BY THE INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES OF A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC; AND

(C) PRIOR TO THE DONATION OF GAMETES BY A DONOR, HAVE A QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AT LEAST ONE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL DONOR.

(4) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC LOCATED OUTSIDE OF [STATE] THAT EITHER MATCHES DONORS TO OR PROVIDES GAMETES OR EMBRYOS TO RECIPIENTS IN, OR WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF, [STATE] SHALL:

(A) PRIOR TO AN INTENDED RECIPIENT MATCHING WITH OR RECEIVING DONOR GAMETES, PROVIDE WRITTEN MATERIALS TO RECIPIENTS THAT, AT A MINIMUM, COVER THE TOPICS DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION; AND

(B) PRIOR TO THE DONATION OF GAMETES BY A DONOR, PROVIDE WRITTEN MATERIALS TO THE DONOR THAT, AT A MINIMUM, COVER THE TOPICS DESCRIBED IN SUBSECTIONS (1) AND (2) OF THIS SECTION AND DISCUSS THESE MATERIALS WITH THE DONOR. DONOR RECEIPT OF THE WRITTEN MATERIALS IS NOT IN LIEU OF ANY MENTAL HEALTH EVALUATIONS OF AN UNKNOWN DONOR THAT ARE REQUIRED BY THE INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES OF A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC.

Section 109. Donor Age Limits - Limits on Number of Families per Donor - Limits on Egg-Retrieval Cycles per Ovum Donor - Rules - Applicability. (1) (A) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, a Gamete Agency, Gamete Bank, or Fertility Clinic shall make a good-faith effort to determine how many families are established with Gametes matched or provided by the Gamete Agency, Gamete Bank, or Fertility Clinic from each donor by conducting sufficient record keeping, requiring
RECIPIENTS, AS A CONDITION OF RECEIVING DONOR GAMETES, TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON LIVE BIRTHS, AND REQUESTING INFORMATION FROM RECIPIENTS, PHYSICIANS, AND MIDWIVES, ON LIVE BIRTHS, AND USING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES, INCLUDING METHODS OR PROCESSES TO ACCOUNT FOR THE NUMBER OR PERCENTAGE OF LIVE BIRTHS THAT ARE LIKELY NOT REPORTED, SUCH AS THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF UNITS OF DONOR GAMETES SOLD OR RELEASED AND THE RESULTING LIVE BIRTHS. A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL NOT MATCH OR PROVIDE GAMETES FROM A DONOR TO ADDITIONAL FAMILIES ONCE THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC HAS RECORD OF OR SHOULD REASONABLY KNOW THAT TEN FAMILIES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED USING A SINGLE DONOR'S GAMETES IN OR OUTSIDE OF [STATE], WITH NO LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN CONCEIVED BY EACH OF THE FAMILIES, UNLESS THE DONOR REQUESTS, AND THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC AGREES TO, A LOWER LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF FAMILIES. THIS LIMIT DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY CHILDREN CONCEIVED BY THE DONOR AS A PARENT OR CHILDREN CONCEIVED WITH THE DONOR'S GAMETES WHEN THE DONOR IS KNOWN TO THE RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION. THIS LIMIT DOES NOT INCLUDE DONATIONS OF EMBRYOS FROM ONE FAMILY TO ANOTHER FAMILY.

(b) FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SUBSECTION (1), A FAMILY IS CONSIDERED ESTABLISHED WHEN A RECIPIENT PARENT OR PARENTS CONCEIVE A CHILD USING GAMETES FROM A DONOR AND A LIVE BIRTH RESULTS OR LIKELY RESULTED. A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL MAKE REASONABLE GOOD-FAITH EFFORTS, AND DOCUMENT SUCH EFFORTS, TO OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM A RECIPIENT PARENT ABOUT WHETHER AND WHEN A LIVE BIRTH HAS OCCURRED, INCLUDING REQUESTING SUCH INFORMATION FROM A RECIPIENT PARENT AND THE PARENT'S MEDICAL PROVIDER INCLUDING OB/GYNS AND MIDWIVES USING MULTIPLE COMMERCIALY REASONABLE METHODS AND OBTAINING A REASONABLE DEPOSIT FROM A RECIPIENT PARENT THAT IS RETURNED UPON THE PARENT REPORTING SUCH INFORMATION.

(2) ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 202#, THE STATE DEPARTMENT SHALL PROMULGATE A RULE ESTABLISHING A LIMIT ON THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DONOR RETRIEVAL CYCLES PER OVUM DONOR, WHICH MUST NOT EXCEED A LIFETIME LIMIT OF SIX CYCLES PER OVUM DONOR. IN PROMULGATING THE RULE, THE STATE DEPARTMENT SHALL CONSULT WITH THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE AND ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS OF OVUM DONORS. IN PROMULGATING THE RULE, THE STATE DEPARTMENT MAY CONSIDER ADOPTING AN
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PART I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

SECTION 100. APRON REQUIRED - APPLICATION - INSPECTION - ISSUANCE, DENIAL, SUSPENSION, OR REVOCATION - FEES - CIVIL PENALTIES - RULES. (1) ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 202#, A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL NOT OPERATE AS A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC IN [STATE], OR MATCH OR PROVIDE GAMETES OR EMBRYOS TO RECIPIENTS IN [STATE], WITHOUT HAVING FIRST OBTAINED A LICENSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT. SUCH LICENSE IS CONDITIONED ON COMPLIANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE STANDARDS, REQUIREMENTS, AND OTHER PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE ## AND ITS IMPLEMENTING RULES.

(2) (i) A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL SUBMIT AN ANNUAL APPLICATION AND FEE FOR A LICENSE TO OPERATE ON THE FORM AND IN THE MANNER PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

(b) (i) ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 202#, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL PROMULGATE RULES ESTABLISHING A SCHEDULE OF FEES OF NOT MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS PER YEAR, SUBJECT TO ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT FOR INFLATION, BASED ON THE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'S BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR DENVER-AURORA-LAKEWOOD FOR ALL ITEMS PAID BY ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, OR ITS
APPLICABLE PREDECESSOR OR SUCCESSOR INDEX, TO HELP MEET THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS OF ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THIS ARTICLE ##. A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT IS A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION IS EXEMPT FROM SUCH FEES.

(II) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ASSESS AND COLLECT, FROM EACH GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT IS APPLYING FOR LICENSURE PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION, A FEE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FEE SCHEDULE ESTABLISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2)(B)(I) OF THIS SECTION.

(III) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL TRANSMIT FEES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION TO THE STATE TREASURER, WHO SHALL CREDIT THE MONEY TO THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC FUND CREATED IN SECTION 112.

(IV) FEES COLLECTED PURSUANT TO THIS SUBSECTION (2) MAY BE USED BY THE DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND EDUCATION TO THE PUBLIC AND TO GAMETE AGENCIES, GAMETE BANKS, OR FERTILITY CLINICS RELATED TO THE PROVISION OF AND COMPLIANCE WITH [STATE] LAW, IN ADDITION TO REGULATORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS. THE DEPARTMENT MAY CONTRACT WITH PRIVATE ENTITIES TO ASSIST THE DEPARTMENT IN PROVIDING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND EDUCATION BUT NOT IN PROVIDING REGULATORY OR ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS.

(3) (A) (i) THE DEPARTMENT SHALL INVESTIGATE AND REVIEW EACH ORIGINAL APPLICATION AND EACH RENEWAL APPLICATION FOR A LICENSE TO OPERATE AS A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DETERMINE AN APPLICANT'S COMPLIANCE WITH THIS ARTICLE ##, AND THE RULES ADOPTED PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE ##, FOR THE COLLECTION AND PROVISION OF GAMETES FROM DONORS WHO ARE UNKNOWN TO A RECIPIENT AT THE TIME OF THE DONATION BEFORE ISSUING A LICENSE.

(II) THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC SHALL SUBMIT IN WRITING, IN A FORM PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT, A CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN DETAILING THE MEASURES IT WILL TAKE TO CORRECT ANY VIOLATIONS FOUND BY THE DEPARTMENT AS A RESULT OF INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN PURSUANT TO THIS SUBSECTION (3). THE DEPARTMENT SHALL CONDUCT A FOLLOW-UP
INSPECTION TO ENSURE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN.

(III) When investigating or reviewing the records of a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic located outside of [STATE], the department shall investigate and review only the records pertaining to donors whose gametes or embryos were matched or provided to recipients in [STATE].

(B) The department shall not retain any identifying information about donors, recipients, or donor-conceived persons, and shall keep confidential all health-care information or documents obtained or viewed during an inspection or investigation of a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic pursuant to subsection (3)(A) of this section. All records, information, or documents so obtained are exempt from disclosure pursuant to the [STATE] public records law.

(4) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (5) of this section, the department shall issue or renew a license to operate as a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic when it is satisfied that the applicant or licensee is in compliance with the requirements set forth in this Article ## and the rules promulgated pursuant to this Article ##. Except for provisional licenses issued in accordance with subsection (5) of this section, a license issued or renewed pursuant to this section expires one year after the date of issuance or renewal. The department shall suspend or revoke a license in accordance with Section 104.

(5) The department may issue a provisional license to operate as a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic to an applicant for the purpose of operating as a gamete agency, gamete bank, or fertility clinic for a period of ninety days if the applicant is temporarily unable to conform to all of the standards required pursuant to this Article ##. As a condition of obtaining a provisional license, the applicant shall show proof to the department that significant good-faith attempts are being made to conform and comply with the applicable standards required pursuant to this Article ##. The department may issue a second provisional license, for a like term and fee, to effect compliance. A further provisional license shall not be issued for the current year after the second issuance.
(6)  (A) IT IS A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE ## FOR ANY PERSON, CORPORATION, OR OTHER ENTITY TO OPERATE AS A GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC IN [STATE] WITHOUT A VALID LICENSE OR IN VIOLATION OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF A LICENSE. THE DEPARTMENT MAY REVOKE OR NOT RENEW THE LICENSE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN SECTION 104 OF A LICENSED GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC THAT FAILS TO ADHERE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ITS LICENSE AND THE STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS ESTABLISHED BY RULE PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE ##.

(B) THE DEPARTMENT MAY ASSESS A CIVIL PENALTY OF NOT MORE THAN TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, ADJUSTED ANNUALLY FOR INFLATION, BASED ON THE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR’S BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX FOR PORTLAND FOR ALL ITEMS PAID BY ALL URBAN CONSUMERS, OR ITS APPLICABLE PREDECESSOR OR SUCCESSOR INDEX, FOR EACH DAY THE PERSON IS IN VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE ##. THE ASSESSED PENALTY ACCREWS FROM THE DATE THE DEPARTMENT FINDS THAT THE PERSON, CORPORATION, OR ENTITY IS IN VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE ##. THE DEPARTMENT SHALL ASSESS, ENFORCE, AND COLLECT THE PENALTY IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE # OF TITLE # AND CREDIT THE MONEY TO THE GENERAL FUND. ENFORCEMENT AND COLLECTION OF THE PENALTY OCCURS FOLLOWING THE DECISION REACHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEDURES SET FORTH IN SECTION 105.

SECTION 111. RULE-MAKING AUTHORITY. ON OR BEFORE JULY 1, 202#, THE DEPARTMENT SHALL PROMULGATE ANY RULES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THIS ARTICLE ##. IN PROMULGATING RULES, THE STATE DEPARTMENT SHALL CONSIDER AND PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS AND FAMILIES OF DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS, INCLUDING LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER PARENTS AND DONOR-CONCEIVED PERSONS AND SINGLE PARENTS.

SECTION 112. GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, AND FERTILITY CLINIC FUND - CREATED. THE GAMETE AGENCY, GAMETE BANK, OR FERTILITY CLINIC FUND, REFERRED TO IN THIS SECTION AS THE "FUND", IS CREATED IN THE STATE TREASURY. THE FUND CONSISTS OF MONEY CREDITED TO THE FUND PURSUANT TO SECTION 110. THE MONEY IN THE FUND IS SUBJECT TO ANNUAL APPROPRIATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS OF THE DEPARTMENT IN PERFORMING ITS DUTIES PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE ##. AT THE END OF ANY FISCAL
YEAR, ALL UNEXPENDED AND UNENCUMBERED MONEY IN THE FUND REMAINS IN THE FUND AND IS NOT CREDITED OR TRANSFERRED TO THE GENERAL FUND OR ANY OTHER FUND.

**SECTION 113. Appropriation.** For the 202#-2# state fiscal year, ### is appropriated to the department. This appropriation is from the general fund. To implement this act, the department may use this appropriation for the regulatory oversight program related to laboratory services.